To: Amanda Simhauser, ISBE, FOIA Office

From: Elisabeth Solomon, Information Action Center

RE: Data Request

Date: 4.5.13

1. What number of students by RACE, GENDER, and GRADE LEVEL attended each of the CPS Classical schools and each of the CPS Gifted schools during the 2011-2012 school year?

2. What number of students by RACE, GENDER, and GRADE LEVEL took the test for admittance to each CPS Classical school and each CPS Gifted school during the 2011-2012 school year?

3. What number of students by RACE, GENDER, and GRADE LEVEL passed the test for admittance (with an acceptable admittance score) to each CPS Classical school and each CPS Gifted school for the 2011-2012 school year?

4. What factor(s), if any, other than test score, was used to determine admittance to each of the CPS Classical schools and CPS Gifted schools for the 2011-2012 school year?

5. What testing instrument was used (at each school) to determine admittance to CPS Classical schools and CPS Gifted schools for the 2011-2012 school year?

Please contact me at 312.428.7841 if this request needs to be modified. Thank you.